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FOCUS NOT ON HOW MUCH YOU DON’T HAVE –
BUT ON HOW MUCH IS FLYING TOWARDS YOU
RIGHT NOW

“live like you already have it”.
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“money is a relational transaction between value
add and lives changed”

WEALTH CREATION THROUGH DESIRE
Money and wealth is one of the biggest drivers and motivators for human beings.
We focus on it, it causes stress, we earn it, we waste it, most things in life require
money - money is one of the biggest consumers of our thoughts and actions when
trying to earn it. We base our decisions on money, we place such a huge emphasis
on what something is worth financially and how much we should be paid. We get
envious when someone else earns more than us, money drives a wedge through
family, friends, relationships and humanity. Greed, corruption and power are all
created from wanting more money no matter the cost.
“Have you ever said, I want more money? A want, comes from a lack,
therefore you are actually getting what you want from the universe, a lack of
money”
If you focus on never having enough money, then congratulations, what you are
focussing on you are getting. You are focussing on not having enough and
consequently the universe is giving you this, not enough.

“If you make your decisions on wealth you will forever be poor”.
“If you add value – you get paid, add more value, you get paid
more, add immense value, become wealthy”.
When you read this, you may think, its easy to say that when you have money,
however, making your life about money and allowing it to be your main motivator in
life will only create stress, frustration, disappointment and mediocrity – is this true
for you right now?

“The more you serve, the more value you bring to people’s lives – the more
wealth and abundance you create”.
Money in isolation is nothing, money, with a heart centred approach, mixed with
abundance, passion, energy and humility is one of the most amazing gifts in this
world.
“coming from a place of abundance verse scarcity will ensure you are always
wealthy”

VALUE ADD
I should be paid more – how often have you stated this? Do you think that you
should be paid more?
The truth is, you are being paid based of the value that you currently add. If you
work in a hierarchical organisation, where you get paid on the position that you hold,
then, you will only get paid more if you get promoted or a raise in salary. Therefore
you are reasonably limited.
However in commissions type role, (sales) or as an entrepreneur or
businessman/businesswoman - your income is not capped at all – therefore, if you
want to earn more money, add more value.
Lets say you currently earn $50,000 and $150,000 is your financial freedom yearly
figure – then, what you need to do is triple the value you are currently providing.
So, how do I triple my earnings is what you are wondering? Firstly identifying what is
required to add more value, it may be:
•

I need to learn more about my role / organizational role

•

I want to transition into a managerial role – therefore I need to study

•

Gain experience in a particular area

•

Invest in personal growth

•

Work on confidence and time management

•

Become someone who leads a team

•

Become more efficient

•

Become an expert communicator and team leader

•

Adopt empowering rituals to optimise self

•

Reduce stress

•

Who do I need to become to earn more money (confident abundant, happier..etc.)

Now you have realised, that, you need to triple the value you are currently providing
in order to obtain your financially free goal of $150,000, the next step is to start
doing, in order to triple your value.
There are trillions of dollars in the world, and it is not reserved for anyone,
money is a transactional relationship between value add and wealth.
Stop overcomplicating money, stop believing you cannot obtain or access it.
Language like you have it, see it in your possession – as you have learnt, if you can’t
language it - it doesn’t exist, if you can’t see it you can’t obtain it.
“Start living like you already have it”

WEALTH MANIFESTATION
Desiring wealth through a wealth model built upon leadership, love, commitment,
abundance, consistency and action will lead you to a place of wealth, balance and
fulfilment. Take this wealth model and apply the following manifestation process and
wealth will flow to you through numerous ways…(the template is below)
How:
1. Fix your mind on the exact amount of money you desire. It is not enough to
say ‘more’, but, you need to define the exact amount, write it out, see the
amount and speak it exactly as it is.
2. Identify exactly what it is that you will do in return for the wealth you are
desiring. From nothing comes nothing, be specific about your offering.
3. Identify the exact date in which you will acquire this wealth, don’t say now,
as you have done nothing to create it, so be realistic aligned to your action.
4. Create a definitive plan (goals broken down into a weekly commitment) and
begin now, don’t wait for your wealth. Put your plan in motion, and start
taking action.
5. Write out a clear concise statement of the amount of money you intend to
acquire. State what you intend to give in return for the money, and describe
clearly the plan through which you intend to accumulate.
6. Read your written statement aloud, twice daily, one just before retiring at
night, and once after rising in the morning. As you read, SEE, FEEL and
BELIEVE yourself already in possession of the money.
Exercise:
7. Go into a quiet spot where you will not be disturbed or interrupted. Close
your eyes and repeat out aloud the written statement of the amount of money
you intend to accumulate, the time limits for its accumulation and a
description of service or offering you intend to give in return for the money.
8. As you carry out these instructions, see yourself already in possession of the
money.
9. For example, suppose you intend to earn $100,000 by the 1st of January,
one year from now, and you intend to transform people lives in return for this
money then your manifestation should be similar to the below example:

By the 1st of January next year I will have in my possession $100,000,
which will come to me in various amounts from time to time during the
interim. In return for this money I will give the most efficient service of
which I am capable, rendering the fullest possible quantity and the best
possible quality of service - transforming lives.
I believe I will have this money in my possession. My faith is so strong
that I can now see this money before my eyes, I can see notes of money
flying through my house doors and through my windows, I can see
myself bathing in it. I can touch it with my hands. It is now awaiting
transfer to me in the proportion that I deliver the service I intend to
render in return for it. I am awaiting a plan by which to accumulate this
money, and I will follow that pan when it is received.
Read your written statement aloud, twice daily, one just before retiring at night, and
once after rising in the morning. As you read, SEE, FEEL and BELIEVE yourself
already in possession of the money.
It is crucial that you follow these steps, especially number 6. You must be able to
smell the money, see it falling from the sky, see it surrounding you like leaves on an
autumn day, feel the touch of it.
By following the wealth model and applying it to these 6 steps – it will make you
become so thoroughly saturated with the desire for money that you can see yourself
already abundant and in possession of true wealth. Combined with your human
commitment to change people’s lives, now, you have created the ultimate vehicle to
change more people’s lives through experience, productivity, abundance and
freedom.

“start developing a millionaire mindset and abundance will
flow through deliberate action and focus..”

FINANCIAL FREEDOM
I have asked thousands of people, what do you want most in life? The majority of
people state – ‘financial freedom’. My next question is always – how much money
do you need to be financially free – what specific number per year, $100,000,
$200,000, $400,000? And, more often than not, the reply is, ‘I don’t know, I have
never really thought of it before’.
There is a fair chance that this is the first time you have been asked this question, or
the first time you have thought about how much money per year would allow you to
become financially free.
“So, what number is financial freedom for you”?
Do you believe you can earn this number?
Right now, you may or may not believe you can earn your financial freedom number,
however, after this lesson you will absolutely believe in your ability to obtain it.
How much money do you earn now, $30,000, $40,000, $50,000? Lets say you
currently earn $40,000 – and you financially free number was $100,000.
Right now, you currently know how to earn $40,000 as you are currently earning
that. Therefore, if you want to earn $100,000 you need to learn how to earn it. If
everyone knew how to earn $100,000 they would be, but this is not the case.
You do not know how to earn $100,000 yet, however, once you learn this, you will
liberate yourself from your current scarcity mind-set and start to transition into
abundant living. What is really awesome is that we have taught literally hundreds of
people how to create this mind-set, and, once you learn how to, the universe has a
strange way of ensuring you receive part of the wealth that is existent in the
universe, you just need to learn how and create a plan like detailed in the wealth
manifestation template and add more value as described above – this is your
learning and earning phase.

CONCLUSION
By the end of this learning, there are no doubt many aspects of wealth that excite
you. You will have also identified that wealth is not reserved for anyone in particular,
but those who chose to form a positive relationship with it, and those that are
committed to adding value.
Do not concern yourself with the ‘how’ yet, but rather start by identifying your
financial freedom number, and learn who you need to become to earn this number.
From here as you progress through the learnings within the human blueprint, the
how will become apparent, it is then that you must commit to this path.
Choose to focus your time, energy and attention towards those areas in which truly
inspire you, that will provide you with what you need, want and require to live an
abundant life and that serve you in becoming your greatest infinite self.
Be patient, enjoy your journey of self-exploration and discovery and embark on this
new venture with commitment, conviction, excitement and courage. If you do this the universe will provide you will all the opportunity, signs and experiences you need
to create sustainable wealth and abundance.
As you progress through the learnings and teachings in the Human Blueprint
Program, you will gain further insight into who you really are, what is influencing your
thoughts, emotions and behaviours and you will gain an insight into how to change
aspects of your life to ensure that you can enable your own transformation.
The human affect remains by your side to support your growth, your journey of
transformation ensuring you become your greatest infinite self and live an inspiring
life.

